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sine die; & was sorry that his meaning had been so readily &
strangely interpreted." He had meant merely to adjourn till the
next day "in order that some conciliatory experiment might if
possible be~ devised/* If the smaller States should continue to
hold back, then the larger might take "such measures, he would
not say what, as might be necessary." Here Randolph too was
hinting a threat.
Paterson seconded the adjournment for a day, since the larger
states seemed to wish, as he reversed Randolph's terms to put
it, "to deliberate further on conciliatory expedients."
In the following discussion nobody favored an adjournment
sine die. Gerry said that Massachusetts was opposed to adjourn-
ment even for a day, since there appeared to be no "new ground
of compromise/* but the state could concur with the majority.
Rutledge also thought there was no chance of a compromise., and
no need of an adjournment. "The little states were fixt They had
repeatedly & solemnly declared themselves to be so. All that the
large States then had to do, was to decide whether they would
yield or not. For his part he conceived that altho* we could not
do what we thought best, in itself, we ought to do something.
Had we not better keep the Government up a little longer, hoping
that another Convention will supply our omissions, than abandon
everything to hazard? Our Constituents will be very little satisfied
with us if we take the latter course.*31
In such words, on the careful level of parliamentary courtesy,
the delegates were saying that the Convention despaired of
finding any just design for a government which the two parlies
could agree on? and doubted whether anything was to be gained
by debating further. They had got nowhere in their plans for a
new constitution. Perhaps the United States would never have
a better constitution than the ineffectual old one. Perhaps there
would not long be any United States.
The occasion might seem to call for the dramatic interchange
of burning speeches, with angry and unhappy men on both sides,
such as were In the Convention. There was more fire in the
speeches than appears in Madison's quiet notes, which are the
sole record of this crucial episode. But there is no missing, in
his record, the essential drama of an immense decision being
made by men who did not know how immense the decision was.
Nor is there less drama in his brief account of what happened

